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Abstract

Presentation times of study words presented in the Deese/Roediger and McDermott (DRM) paradigm

varied from 20 to 2000 ms per word in an attempt to replicate the false memory effect following extremely
short presentations reported by Seamon, Luo, and Gallo (1998). Both in a within-subjects design (Ex-

periment 1) and in a between-subjects design (Experiment 2) subjects showed memory for studied words as

well as a false memory effect for related critical lures in the 2000-ms condition. However, in the conditions

with shorter presentation times (20 ms in Experiment 1; 20 and 40 ms in Experiment 2) no memory for

studied words, nor a false memory effect was found. We argue that there is at present no strong evidence

supporting the claim for a nonconscious basis of the false memory effect.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

How illusive are our memories? Can we learn things that we do not consciously perceive?
Although we can in general be reasonably sure that our memories of events are quite accurate,
recent research seems to indicate that under certain circumstances we cannot be entirely sure
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about what we think we remember (Roediger & McDermott, 1995) and that learning can occur
under conditions where words are almost invisible (Seamon et al., 1998). Deese (1959) has shown
that it is possible to create illusory memories for words that subjects did not previously study.
Deese�s subjects studied lists of words (e.g., thread, pin, eye, etc.) that were semantically associated
to a nonpresented word, the critical lure (e.g., needle). On an immediate free recall test, subjects
tended to reproduce not only the studied list items but also the nonstudied critical lure. Roediger
and McDermott (1995) have brought these false memories again to our attention by replicating
and extending Deese�s original findings. They found that in a recognition test, subjects indicated
to recognize nonstudied critical lures at a rate that was comparable to the hit rate for studied list
items. Together these findings constitute a powerful illusion of memory.

Elaborating on the Roediger and McDermott (1995) findings, Seamon et al. (1998) reported
false recognition of critical lures even when study items were presented for extremely short pre-
sentation times. In these experiments, subjects studied lists for a presentation time ranging from
20 to 2000 ms per word. On a subsequent recognition memory test, subjects indicated whether a
presented word was previously studied or not and displayed false memories for critical lures in all
presentation time conditions. In the 20-ms condition, a false memory effect was obtained even for
subjects who appeared not to be able to discriminate studied list items from distractors. These
results were obtained in both a between-subjects and a within-subject design. In other studies
Seamon and colleagues (Seamon, Luo, Schlegel, Greene, & Goldenberg, 2000; Seamon et al.,
2002) have replicated the finding of a false recognition effect in the 20-ms condition. It seems that
we must draw the quite amazing conclusion that we do not only �remember� words that were never
presented, but also that we �remember� nonpresented words without any memory for the words
that give rise to this �memory.�

Seamon et al. (1998) explained their results by assuming that the false memory effect can occur
as a result of conscious as well as nonconscious processes. A key role in their explanation is the
notion of implicit activation. On this account, the presentation of multiple associated words can
result in the repeated conscious or nonconscious activation of associatively related words. Such
indirectly activated words could later be perceived as genuine memories, due to their relatively
strong level of activation. Seamon et al. (1998) argued that their results indicate that false
memories can be based on nonconscious activation of semantic concepts during list presentations.

The finding of false memories at a presentation time of only 20 ms is quite surprising. At a
speed of 20 ms per word subjects are generally not able to identify the words they are being shown
on the display. As no conscious attention can be given to these words, memory for them should be
very poor or absent (e.g., Crabb & Dark, 1999; Fisk & Schneider, 1984). That the nonconscious
activation of words that are associatively related to these very shortly presented stimuli can yield
long-term memories seems at odds with theories of memory that generally assume that long-term
memory depends on conscious attention (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981;
Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977).

In our view, however, the conclusion that nonconscious processes are (partially) responsible for
the false memory effect is premature and cannot be drawn from the results reported by Seamon
et al. (1998, 2000, 2002). One problem with this conclusion is that subjects were still able to
discriminate studied items from nonstudied items in the 20-ms condition. Seamon et al. (1998)
observed hit rates for studied list items in the different 20-ms conditions that were consistently
higher than the false alarms rates for nonstudied list items. Depending on the memory load
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condition, this difference varied from 8% (memory load present, Experiment 1) to 19% (memory
load absent, Experiment 1) in the Seamon et al. (1998) study. Using a 20-ms condition with no
memory load and lists of category exemplars, the difference between hit rate and false alarm rate
in the Seamon et al. (2000) study was even higher and varied from 24% (Experiment 2B) to 30%
(Experiment 2A). For words presented for only 20 ms, differences between hit rate and false alarm
rate of this size are quite surprising, to say the least. Because subjects could apparently identify
some of the list items and store them in memory the conclusion that false memories are based on
nonconscious processes is problematic.

In the present study we attempted to replicate the finding of a false memory effect following
briefly presented lists of words using a experimental set-up that was specifically designed to
present words for very short presentation times. We expected to find a false memory effect in the
conditions in which subjects studied the words for as long as 2000 ms. The question of interest,
however, was if we would be able to replicate the finding of false memories in the 20-ms condition.
2. Experiment 1

Memory for list items and critical lures was tested for short (20 ms) and long (2000 ms) pre-
sentation times in a within-subjects design that was adapted from Experiment 2 of Seamon et al.
(1998). As we were primarily interested in replicating the false memory effect for briefly presented
lists of words, our experiment differed from that of Seamon et al. in that memory load as an
experimental variable was omitted from the design.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Subjects

The subjects were 32 students of the University of Amsterdam who received course credit for
their participation. All participants were native speakers of Dutch and reported normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision. Care was taken to ensure that none of them had previously participated
in a related memory experiment.

2.1.2. Materials and apparatus

A subset of the lists used by Zeelenberg and Pecher (2002) were used in the present experiment.
These lists were originally normed in English by Stadler, Roediger, and McDermott (1999) and
translated into Dutch by Zeelenberg and Pecher. Each list was centered around one critical lure.
For example, for the critical lure naald (English translation equivalent: needle) the list items
consisted of the following words: draad (thread), oog (eye), speld (pin), garen (thread), naaien
(sewing), pijn (pain), acupunctuur (acupuncture), scherp (sharp), punt (point), vingerhoedje (thimble),
prik (prick), injectie (injection). From the original 36 lists normed by Stadler et al. (1999) 16 were
selected and divided into four sets of four lists for the purpose of counterbalancing across the
experimental conditions. Each of the 16 lists consisted of 12 items and one critical lure. List items
were placed in order of associative strength to the critical lure using the de Groot (1980) free
association norms, such that the words that were most strongly related to the critical lure were on
top of the list and words that were least strongly associated with the critical lure were positioned
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at the end of each list. For words not listed in the de Groot norms, the position in the list was
based on the authors� judgment of the associative strength between the list item and critical lure.

In order to ensure the accuracy of the short presentation times in our experiment, a Hewlett–
Packard digital displaymodule, model HP1345A, was used. TheHP1345A display is a point-plot or
vector-type display rather than the more common raster-type displays such as used in desktop PC�s.
The advantage of such a display is that it is not limited by a particular refresh rate. That is, with a
normal display the beamwill alwaysmove at a fixed rate (determinedby the refresh rate) from the top
left corner to the bottom right corner of the screen. As a result, the presentation time can only be
varied in multiples of the refresh time (i.e., in steps of 20 ms with a 50Hz display or 13.9ms with a
72Hz display). A point-plot display such as the one used in the present experiments does not have
that limitation but allows direct control of the position of the beamer. As a result, when only a few
characters (such as a word) are to be displayed it will take much less time to write those characters
(usually about 1 ms or so). The software that was used to program the display module allows var-
iation of the presentation time in steps of 2 ms and has been used previously in studies investigating
masked semantic priming (Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Raaijmakers, 2002) and repetition priming in
perceptual identification (Wagenmakers, Zeelenberg, & Raaijmakers, 2000). The display module
and the response collection were controlled by an IBM Personal Computer running under DOS.

2.1.3. Procedure

Our procedure closely followed that of Seamon et al. (1998). Subjects were told that they were
participating in an experiment that was about memory and were instructed to look attentively at
the screen in front of them in order to memorize as many words as possible for a recognition test
that would follow at the end of the experiment. No mention was made of the associative relat-
edness of the words within each list. In order to familiarize the participants with the experimental
procedure, two lists were presented as practice lists. One of these was presented at a speed of 20 ms
per word, the other at 2000 ms per word.

The eight lists were presented in two blocks of four lists, with a short break after the fourth list.
Within each block, two successive lists were presented at a rate of 2000 ms per word and two lists
were presented at a rate of 20 ms per word. For half of the subjects both blocks began with two
lists presented in the 2000-ms condition and ended with two lists presented in the 20-ms condition,
for the other half of the subjects this order was reversed.

Words were presented in lowercase and appeared centered on the screen that was located
approximately 50 cm in front of the subject. The critical lures were, of course, never presented.
Each word on the list was presented immediately following the preceding word (i.e., the ISI was 0
ms) and each list concluded with the words �NIEUWE LIJST� (Dutch equivalent of �NEXT
LIST�) presented immediately following the last word on the list. The words �NIEUWE LIJST�
remained on the screen for 1 s. Immediately after the fourth list and after the final list the word
�EINDE� (Dutch equivalent of �END�) was presented (instead of �NEXT LIST�). All stimuli were
presented on the same location on the screen.

After the eight lists were studied, subjects were given a recognition test in which they had to
judge whether or not a test word had occurred on one of the study lists. All items again appeared
in lowercase and centered on the screen. The test words consisted of the words with position
numbers 1, 8 and 10 on each of the 16 study lists that were used in the experiment, as well as the
critical lures belonging to these lists. Thus, of the total of 64 words presented at test, 24 words had
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been studied in either the 20- or 2000-ms condition, 8 words were the critical lures belonging to the
8 studied lists and the remaining 32 words belonged to the lists that were not studied (24 list items
and 8 critical lures). If subjects thought they recognized a presented word as a studied item they
were instructed to press the /?-key of the keyboard (�old� response) and if they did not recognize
the word as a list item they were instructed to press the z-key (�new� response). All items in the
recognition test were presented in a different random order for each subject and remained on the
screen until a response was made.

2.2. Results and discussion

The results of Experiment 1 are summarized in Table 1, which shows the percentage of �old�
responses as a function of study condition. A clear false memory effect was obtained in the 2000-
ms condition. Subjects gave an �old� response to 86.7% of the critical lures from studied lists and to
only 7.8% of the critical lures from nonstudied lists. This false memory effect was highly signifi-
cant, tð31Þ ¼ 17:38, p < :0001. Subjects correctly recognized 87.0% of the list items from studied
lists, while the false alarm rate for nonstudied list items was 4.2%. This difference was also sig-
nificant, tð31Þ ¼ 34:59, p < :0001. In the 20-ms condition, however, only 7.0% of the list items and
9.4% of the critical lures from studied lists received an �old� response. This is almost identical to
the overall false alarm rates for nonstudied list items, and the false alarm rate for critical lures
belonging to nonstudied lists. T tests revealed that neither the false memory effect, nor the ve-
ridical memory effect were significant, tð31Þ ¼ 0:61, p > :25 and tð31Þ ¼ 1:53, p > :10, respec-
tively. Thus, in the 20-ms condition there was no evidence for memory for the presented words as
well as no evidence for false recognition of the critical lures.

Although a clear false memory effect was found in the 2000-ms condition no false memory effect
was found in the 20-ms condition. We were thus unable to replicate the crucial result of the
Seamon et al. (1998) study. One possible reason for our failure to obtain evidence for false rec-
ognition in the 20-ms condition might be that a high criterion for recognition was used by the
subjects in our experiment. Overall false alarm rates for list items were rather low in the present
experiment. Our subjects were quite accurate in discriminating list items presented for 2000 ms
from nonstudied list items. Therefore, it is possible that they used a high criterion for giving an
Table 1

Percentage of �old� responses in Experiment 1 as a function of study condition

Study condition % Old

Studied list

2000 ms
List item 87.0

Critical lure 86.7

20 ms

List item 7.0

Critical lure 9.4

Nonstudied list

List item 4.2

Critical lure 7.8

Note. Presentation time was varied within subjects.
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�old� response. As a result the studied list items as well as the critical lures in the 20-ms condition
might not have been familiar enough to pass the criterion for an �old� response. Another expla-
nation for the present results is of course that no long-term memory traces were formed in the
20-ms condition, because subjects could not consciously identify the items on the study lists. We
decided to explore these issues further in another experiment.
3. Experiment 2

In our next attempt to replicate the false memory effect under extremely short presentation
times we used a between-subjects design similar to Seamon et al. (1998, Experiment 1), again not
manipulating memory load. Furthermore, we chose to employ a 40-ms condition (instead of the
250-ms condition used by Seamon et al.) as our first experiment clearly showed a false memory
effect with longer presentation times and because the replication of the false memory effect with
extremely short presentation times was our main goal.

The rationale for using a between-subjects design was that if subjects are confronted with only
one experimental condition they might be more inclined to use a low criterion for recognition for
very briefly presented words. For the conditions with extremely short presentation times we ex-
pected more false alarms to be made, leaving more room for false memories to become manifest.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Subjects

The participants were 48 students of the University of Amsterdam who received course credit
for their participation. None of the subjects had participated in Experiment 1, or any other related
memory experiment. All subjects were again native speakers of Dutch and reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Sixteen subjects each were randomly assigned to one of the three
presentation time conditions (20, 40, or 2000 ms).

3.1.2. Materials, design and procedure

Each subject viewed two practice lists to become familiar with the presentation procedure in the
experiment. The presentation time of the practice lists depended on the experimental condition to
which the subject was assigned and was identical to that in the experiment proper. For count-
erbalancing purposes the word lists were divided into two sets of eight lists, set A and set B. Half
of the subjects studied set A, the other half studied set B. After the presentation of the list items,
subjects were given the same recognition test as in Experiment 1. In the 20-ms and in the 40-ms
conditions subjects were encouraged to �follow your intuition� and to �guess if you really don�t
know� in an attempt to lower their criteria for responding �old.� All other aspects of the method
were identical to those of Experiment 1.

3.2. Results and discussion

Table 2 summarizes the results of Experiment 2, displaying the percentage of �old� responses on
the recognition test as a function of study condition. In the 2000-ms condition, an �old� response
was given to 77.1% of the list items and 73.4% of the critical lures from studied lists. The number



Table 2

Percentage of �old� responses in Experiment 2 as a function of study condition

Condition Studied list Nonstudied list

2000 ms
List item 77.1 5.0

Critical lure 73.4 10.9

40 ms
List item 41.9 38.8

Critical lure 52.4 53.9

20 ms
List item 39.3 41.7

Critical lure 50.8 51.6

Note. Presentation time was varied between subjects.
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of false alarms to list items and critical lures from nonstudied lists were low. For lists items, the
percentage of �old� responses was significantly higher for studied lists than for nonstudied lists,
tð15Þ ¼ 27:45, p < :0001, showing veridical memory. For critical lures also, the percentage of �old�
responses was significantly higher for studied lists than for nonstudied lists, tð15Þ ¼ 11:42,
p < :0001. These results replicate the false memory effect as it was previously found in Experiment
1, and by Seamon et al. (1998) and others.

In contrast, there was again no evidence for false memories in the 20- and 40-ms conditions.
Statistical tests showed that the differences in the percentage of �old� responses to critical lures for
studied and nonstudied lists were not significant, tð15Þ ¼ 0:10, p > :25 and tð15Þ ¼ 0:32, p > :25,
for the 20-ms condition and 40-ms condition, respectively. Veridical memories were also absent
for the short presentation conditions as the differences in the percentage of �old� responses to list
items from studied and nonstudied lists were not significant, tð15Þ ¼ 0:70, p > :25 and
tð15Þ ¼ 0:73, p > :25, for the 20-ms condition and 40-ms condition, respectively.

The results of Experiment 2 closely resemble those of Experiment 1. We again found a strong
false memory effect in the 2000-ms condition but observed no such effect in the conditions with a
shorter presentation time. Despite the fact that subjects in the 20- and 40-ms condition of
Experiment 2 tended to give relatively more �old� responses than subjects in the 20-ms condition of
Experiment 1, they did not display any memory for studied list items. Neither did they show a
false memory effect for critical lures as their number of false alarms did not differ between studied
and nonstudied lists.
4. General discussion

In two experiments aimed at replicating the false memory effect for lists of words that were
presented for extremely short presentation times at study, we have obtained no evidence for false
memories in these conditions. This finding was obtained in both a within- and a between-subjects
design. The absence of a false memory effect was obtained even for the short presentation con-
dition in which we increased the presentation time to 40 ms instead of 20 ms. Also important is the
finding that we did not obtain any evidence for veridical memories in these conditions. In the
2000-ms condition, false memories occurred for the critical lures belonging to the lists presented at
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study. Moreover, false memories occurred at a rate that was nearly comparable to the recognition
of studied words. All in all we have successfully replicated the false memory effect in the 2000-ms
conditions, but have been unable to find such an effect in conditions with an extremely short
presentation time of list items.

To address possible concerns about the power of the present experiments to detect a false
memory effect for the short presentation conditions we performed power analyses. Our estimate of
the effect size was based on the results reported by Seamon et al. (1998, 2000, 2002). Using
G*Power (Buchner, Faul, & Erdfelder, 1997), we found that the power to detect a false memory
effect (defined as the difference in the percentage of �old� responses to the critical lures from studied
lists and that from nonstudied lists) of 15% was .99 (one-tailed) in Experiment 1. To calculate the
power of Experiment 2 we collapsed the results from the 20- and 40-ms conditions because the
results for these conditions were almost identical. These collapsed data showed a )1% false
memory effect, which was, of course, not significant, tð31Þ ¼ 0:24, p > :25. The power to detect a
false memory effect of 15% was .91 (one-tailed). We conclude that is highly unlikely that the
absence of a false memory effect in our study was due to a lack of power to detect such an effect.

Although the results confirmed our expectations, it remains unclear exactly why Seamon et al.
(1998, 2000) were able to consistently find a false memory effect in the 20-ms condition whereas we
did not find such a result. The results do not seem to depend on the particular materials used in
the Seamon et al. (1998) study as Seamon et al. (2000) replicated the false memory effect using
different materials. One notable difference between our results and those of Seamon et al. (1998,
2000) is that in the Seamon et al. studies, subjects performed above chance for list items even in
the 20-ms condition, whereas we obtained no evidence for veridical memories at short presen-
tation times. Surprisingly, Seamon et al. observed that hit rates for studied items in the different
20-ms conditions were consistently higher than false alarms rates for nonstudied items (in some
cases by as much as 20–30%). One admittedly speculative but not unreasonable explanation is that
in the Seamon et al. studies due to the combination of software and hardware used words were
(sometimes) being presented for more than 20 ms and that as a result subjects could occasionally
identify the list items. Seamon et al. (1998) give no information about the hardware and software
that were used other than that the words were presented on an Apple computer. However, pre-
senting a sequence of 15 words for precisely 20 ms each is difficult to accomplish using standard
software and equipment and would require special precautions. This is especially the case when
experiments are run on PC�s running under modern operating systems such as Windows or the
Macintosh operating system. Under these operating systems the actual durations may deviate
considerably from the intended durations (see Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002, pp. 76–
77). In view of the fact that in the experiments of Seamon et al. recognition performance was still
surprisingly good in the 20-ms condition, the claim that the presentation times were indeed 20 ms
should perhaps not be taken at face value.

Whether this explanation is correct or not, the mere fact that Seamon et al. obtained false
memories in the 20-ms condition does not support the claim that the false memory effect was due
to nonconscious processes, because even at these extremely short presentation times memory for
list items was above chance. Seamon et al. did not ask subjects to report whether they could
identify any words in the 20-ms condition. Thus, we have no way of knowing for sure whether or
not subjects could occasionally identify one or more words. Their results strongly suggest,
however, that this was the case (unless one would want to argue that veridical memory too was
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based on nonconscious processes). If subjects could indeed identify some words, the claim for a
nonconscious basis of false memories would of course be much less convincing.

In an attempt to alleviate some of the problems in the interpretation of their results, Seamon
et al. (1998) performed a median-split analysis on their results creating two groups of subjects: so-
called bad memorizers and good memorizers. This analysis showed that a false memory effect was
present for the bad memorizers although they performed at chance level in their recognition of list
items. On the basis of these results Seamon et al. claimed that false memories were due to non-
conscious activation. One problem with this argument is that it is based on the assumption that
the median-split analysis provides an unbiased and accurate estimate of veridical and false
memories. Selecting subjects on the basis of their observed performance is somewhat problematic
when those observed scores are subject to random error. This is especially a problem when the
score on which the median-split is made is a difference score (hit rate minus false alarm rate) since
such difference scores are known to be less reliable (more variable) than the original scores. Since
no indication was given about the reliability of these differences, it remains unclear to what extent
the selected groups of good and bad memorizers reflect groups that truly differ in memory ac-
curacy. To the extent that they do not, it is not surprising that there is no relation between
performance on the list items versus the critical lures. Thus, without further information, the
median-split analysis does not unambiguously support the claim that false memories arise from
nonconscious processes. Another problem with this analysis is that selecting subjects out of a
counterbalanced design might destroy the design because items are no longer equally often pre-
sented in the studied and nonstudied conditions (see McKoon & Ratcliff, 1996, for a more
elaborate discussion of this problem). Seamon et al. did not report if their counterbalanced design
was still intact for the so-called bad memorizers.

Finally, we mention that Seamon et al. (1998, 2000, 2002) are not the only ones who have
reported false memories for lists of words that were presented for very short durations. A recent
study by McDermott and Watson (2001); (see also Roediger, Robinson, & Balota, 2001, as cited
in Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2002) included what they called a 20-ms condition. However,
McDermott and Watson acknowledged that due to their monitor refresh rates the actual pre-
sentation rate in their study approximated 32 ms. Maybe more important, the presentation
procedure included a 32-ms ISI between subsequent presentations of the list items. Hence, the
total time between the presentation of subsequent items was approximately 64 ms. Under these
conditions it is conceivable that subjects were able to identify some of the items on the study list.
McDermott and Watson did not report whether subjects were able to consciously identify some of
the list items. However, given that subjects recalled about 80% of the words presented on the last
position of the study list, it seems very unlikely that these words had not been consciously
identified by the subjects. Therefore, these studies provide no evidence that false memories are due
to nonconscious processes (nor was this the aim of these studies). To be clear, our claim is not that
false memories will be absent whenever presentation times are short. At some presentation du-
ration subjects will be able to identify some of the words on the study list and these words may
give rise to false memories. However, this provides no evidence for a nonconscious basis of false
memories.

To summarize, the results observed in the 2000-ms condition of both our experiments is a clear
indication that our stimulus lists were adequate in generating false memories. The false memory
effect for nonstudied critical lures that are strong semantic associates of words studied in lists is a
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robust experimental effect that can be easily demonstrated when the list items are presented for a
presentation time at which they can be easily identified. The story is completely different, however,
when the list items are presented for such a short time that they cannot be identified. As far as we
are concerned, the false memory effect does not hold under such conditions. Accordingly, caution
should be taken when inferring that false memories arise from nonconscious processes.
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